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Abstract—In this work, a post IP structure is proposed,
which eliminates the use of network and transport layers in
networks with layer 2 connectivity. The goal is to optimize the
network structure for distributed systems at the next generation
Internet and to propose a delivery guarantee mechanism
to FINLAN packets, that emphasizes the optimized relation
between applications and lower network layers. The results
compared with Internet protocols are also presented.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Applications that use the computer networks infrastructure
have evolved rapidly in recent years increasing the need
to establish communication with high throughput and low
end-to-end delays (among other requirements). Many of
these applications are supported by TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) architecture, whichwas
developed to support the communication when the Internet
was used to interconnect a limited number of nodes and the
applications, in most cases, were used for simple exchange
of messages and file transfers.

It may be noted that, in TCP/IP architecture, there are
redundancies and obsolete fields in its protocol stack that
increase the network overhead. For example, the checksum
field is used both for the IP and the TCP headers and this
could be reduced or even eliminated in certain cases, since
the detection and correction of errors is the link layer’s
responsibility. Also, the Type of Service (ToS) field was
remodeled to be used as Differentiated Services Code Point
(DSCP).

In view of such enhancement possibilities in the current
TCP/IP architecture, the purpose of this work is to propose
an alternative for this architecture, given a structure that can
meet the requirements of current applications in a simplified

and optimized way, taking into account the real needs of
applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP) communication,
which was developed about fifteen years later than the
TCP/IP and, therefore, suffer impacts as jitter and packet
delay.

One reason that encourages this initiative is the possibility
to collaborate in a field that has very few proposals and
whose objective is to contribute with the studies in next
generation Internet technologies, that can hold the applica-
tions needs better than the IP, TCP and UDP (User Datagram
Protocol).

The principal idea of a new structure, called Fast In-
tegration of Network Layers (FINLAN) and introduced in
[1], is to eliminate the protocols of network and transport
layers, which will be possible by re-structuring the link layer
(Ethernet) protocol, which will serve directly the application
layer. It is important to emphasize that this proposal does
not have the intention to eliminate the use of TCP/IP
protocols, but to make Ethernet packets hybrid using the
current structure of layers and the new proposed structure.

In this work is also proposing a mechanism to guarantee
the data delivery in FINLAN, prefaced in [2]. With this
mechanism, the operational system will receive the informa-
tion over the needs of the applications and guarantee the data
delivery, when necessary, without the need to use distinct
transport protocols, such as UDP or TCP.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
related work and a network ontological overview that moti-
vated this research for a optimized communication structure.
In Section 3 the FINLAN structure is presented, highlighting
its functional features. In Section 4, the proposal of delivery
guarantee to FINLAN packets is detailed. In Section 5, are
shown details about implementation progress and in Section
6 the preliminary results by the layers simplification are
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discussed. Finally, in Section 7, a conclusion is presented
and future works in this research are suggested.

II. RELATED WORK

It is possible to find different communications structures
in networks, like ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and
X.25, that were proposed and adopted years ago.

About TCP/IP architecture, generally there are more im-
provements at the lower and application layers, but there are
not so much evolution at the intermediate layers. Among
these improvements, it is important mentioning proposals
that deal with deficiencies in this architecture, with the
advancement of new applications and, consequently, new
requirements, like the protocols overhead optimization [3].

Even so, Jin and Yoo [4] show that the recent networks of
high speed suffer from overhead protocols, placing them as
obstacles for the high performance applications that explore
high speed connections, for example, in clusters.

In the context of distributed systems evolution, it is
worthy mentioning alternative technologies to the Ethernet
networks. The Local Area Network (LAN) of high speed
Myrinet is one of them, having less protocol overhead than
standard Ethernet networks, supplying more throughput, low
latency, and less interference [5].

Another example in the new technologies for high speed
networks is the Infiniband. Such technology for high speed
interconnection supports new protocols of low latency and
high broadband, which nowadays only have an inferior
performance compared to a Gigabit Ethernet. In [6] it is
possible to check the high performance of IP protocol
integrated into the IPoIB (IP over Infiniband) technology.

Old technologies as X.25 were created with a different
layer structure that meets specific requirements as safety and
reliability [7]. Another old one is the Frame Relay [8], an
evolution from X.25 networks, developed to transmit data
in a specific architecture, modeled in 3 layers, detached
from the TCP/IP architecture. Such structures were proposed
some years ago and until today are present in networks.

In this genealogy of technologies, it is necessary to
highlight the SNMP (Simple Network Management Proto-
col) over Ethernet specification in the TCP/IP architecture
[9]. According to this proposal, the network management
protocol can be used over the MAC Ethernet layer, instead of
going by the stack of UDP/IP protocols. So the data transfer
occurs through a logical mechanism that avoids the need of
network and transport layers protocols.

Also, several studies have been developed facing an alter-
native network architecture: user-level network. The ideais
to use techniques that transfer messages directly to the user
level, releasing the use of the stack of the operating system
and thus reducing network overhead. One example are the
techniques of zero-copy [10], used in [11], as an architecture
of network interface for high speed user level devices and
in [12] for communication over InfiniBand.

It is also worthy mentioning proposes in the context
of mobile networks, that deal with TCP/IP architecture
difficulties, for example, TCP congestion windows [13].
Analyzing the network-based mobility management scheme
instead of host-based mobility, the work of [14] becomes
also an example that the mobility networks need evolution
and changes in their architecture.

So, it is possible to realize the proposal about simplified
network layers, shown in this paper, to the context of
mobility networks.

Several works have been developed also in the area of
next generation Internet with the proposal of new address
solutions, joined with the search for mobility and safety,
according to the works [15]–[18]. In [16], it is presented
a new model of inter-connection among network elements
through flat routing, and in [17], an architecture is proposed
for address, which meets challenges such as dynamicy,
safety, and multi-homing.

In this context, this work proposes a post IP study for
a structure, called FINLAN, which eliminates the use of
network and transport layers in networks with layer 2
connectivity, differently from the work [18], which proposes
the creation of an intermediate identification layer for a new
address way.

Therefore, the idea of FINLAN is simplify the way the
information is addressed and transmitted, optimizing the net-
work structure and reducing the neighborhoods dependency.
This next generation Internet layer structure can help for
a horizontal addressing, as proposed in the correlate works
discussed in [19], [20].

A. Network Ontological Overview

The TCP/IP architecture is powerful and flexible to handle
different application needs. However, for the last 30 years,
the main protocols at the Network and Transport layers have
not evolved to support the new application requirements.

This statement is comproved by the evolutionary review
of the RFC 760, 761 and 768 described in [19]. In this
analysis is verified that the IP, TCP and UDP protocols had
not evoluted substantially since 1981. Since the 80’s, at the
Network and Transport layers, are others specifications, as
the IPv6 specified in 1995 and the SCTP (Stream Control
Transmission Protocol), in 2000.

These specifications solve some problems in the interme-
diate layers level, but still remain some gaps (or opportuni-
ties) for contributions to improve the Internet communication
mechanisms.

Proposals as the horizontal addressing by entity title can
contribute to reduce the increasing of the Internet archi-
tecture protocols complexity. This complexity is increasing
as a result of the new communication requirements that
appeared after the specification of the main protocols of
the TCP/IP intermediate layers. The Figure1 built from the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) RFC index, shows
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the Internet protocols complexity evolution, since the first
IETF specification through nowadays [20].

Figure 1. RFCs specified by year

By this graphic information there is a risk of complexity
collapse in the Internet because, usually, new specifications
demand new technological requirements for some network
elements (hardware and/or software). To amplify this dis-
cussion, in another direction, the W3C (World Wide Web
Consortium) has specified an ontological application archi-
tecture for the Semantic Web, and this architecture does not
have the service support for semantics in the actual Transport
and Network layers.

This ontological architecture for the Semantic Web has
the power of the semantic communication limited inside
the application layer, as this layer can not send meaning
to the Network and Transport layers. The application layer
generally just can choose the transport protocol (TCP, UDP,
SCTP, etc.), its ports, and set the destination IP.

In fact, using the traditional TCP/IP layers 3 and 4
protocols, the application layer can not inform completelyall
of its needs as mobility, security, Quality of Service (QoS),
Quality of Experience (QoE), and others. In this scenario,
the FINLAN, also, is not able to handle some fundamental
concepts of ontology, as the “formal representation of one
conceptualization” defined by Gruber, neither to understand
semantics in a more comprehensible way, as can be done by
the use of OWL (Web Ontology Language) Full, OWL DL
(Description Logics) or OWL Lite.

At the actual step, the FINLAN studies aims to contribute
for a Prove of Concept (PoC) to the application layer
be closer to the lower layers. Also, this PoC checks the
possibility to the application layer be able to inform the
lower layers the necessity of data delivery guarantee, or

not. In this way, it is possible to use the same protocol to
the communication between different applications, with or
without delivery guarantee in a not reliable connection, as
the Local Area Networks.

Another FINLAN contribution is to be one step to the pos-
sibility to implement the applications addresses horizontally
by entity title, to expand the unified addresses to different
communication entities like hosts, users, sensor networks,
and others, as proposed by Pereira in [21] to a world wide
network.

B. Delivery Guarantee Work

Besides the application layer be able to inform the de-
livery guarantee need, this work also proposes to improve
FINLAN with a delivery guarantee mechanism. This can
qualify FINLAN to support others next generation Internet
requirements [15], in an optimized way.

It is technically complex to guarantee reliable data trans-
mission over the networks. There are different technologies
for loss detection and packet re-transmission up to archi-
tectures that do not worry about guaranteeing a reliable
transmission.

Among the existing technologies it is possible to point
out the old Frame Relay [22] as an example of protocol that
works in the lower layers and does not worry about guar-
anteeing the data delivery. The idea is that the application
be in charge of dealing with packet loss. The ATM [23] is
another example of technology that does not implement the
delivery guarantee. In this technology, there is a great trust
in the transmission medium.

The ATM architecture is different from the TCP/IP archi-
tecture, because in TCP [24] the delivery guarantee can be
done in a non reliable transmission medium through packet
confirmation. This occurs similarly in SCTP, which is also
a transport protocol in TCP/IP architecture.

There is also the MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching),
which is a low layer protocol with a large capacity of traffic
management and therefore, with more reliability, although
it is not designed to guarantee that all data packets will get
to the destination [25].

Even in the transport layers, it is possible to point out
protocols, which do not meet the delivery guarantee require-
ment, for example, the UDP [26] of TCP/IP architecture.
Such fact can be explained by the purpose of each protocol
or architecture, that is, they transmit data that do not have
a delivery packet guarantee as a necessary requirement.

On the other hand, it is also possible to find solutions
that guarantee the data delivery, implemented in different
layers. There are also the old X.25 networks [27], which
guarantee the delivery based on confirmation of each data
packet received.

In more recent technologies, as Myrinet and Infiniband
[28], it is also possible to verify a structure, which provides
a reliable message transmission through the sending of
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messages of destination requiring the missed packets [29],
[30].

There are still works in wireless and mobile networks
that have solutions to guarantee data delivery due to the
flexibility of a mobile host. In [31], for example, a protocol
that uses Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward
Error Correction (FEC) mechanisms is proposed, aiming at
low rate retransmission. In [32], there is the analysis of the
problem of using variable paths aiming at low loss rate and
the proposal for a load balancing algorithm as a solution.

According to the past and current architectures and mech-
anisms that deal with delivery guarantee or not, this work
proposes a flexible approach, which applications can choose
if they need or not of this requirement. This possibility to
attend the real requirements of applications is the major
purpose of FINLAN.

III. L AYER OPTIMIZATION PROPOSAL

The creation of an alternative layer structure to computer
networks, that can meet the current technological needs, can
enable a better use of applications needs, that did not exist
yet when the specifications of IP, TCP, and UDP protocols
occurred.

A good example is the VoIP applications that were
developed in the 90’s, around 15 years after TCP and IP
protocols came up, and faces a lot of QoS problems. To solve
some of these problems would be necessary to think about
the structure of the current networks trying to accomplish
adequations to the new technologies.

In this aspect, the optimization of TCP/IP architecture
through the redesign of fields that throughout the years
have lost their meaning, along with the desire to meet the
requirements of new applications is an inherent need in the
growing use of communication networks and the future new
applications.

This way, the modeling of a new communication structure
among applications can be on focus, and thinking about it, an
optimized TCP/IP stack is proposed, previously introduced
in our work [1], with some changes in the Ethernet layer
protocol.

Figure2 shows a comparison between the current protocol
stack and the new suggested one. It can be noticed that in
the new structure, the packets are delivered directly from the
link layer to the application layer, eliminating the transport
and network layer protocols.

To realize this change, the initial proposal consists of
establishing communication between two applications in
distinct hosts enabling the exchange of data with the use
of only the information from the network interfaces from
these hosts for the addressing, in other words, the address-
ing of applications in Local Area Networks is done with
the physical addresses from the machines (MAC Address),
direct to the processes without the TCP or UDP ports.

1

2

3

4

5

Physical

Data Link

Network

Transport

Application

TCP/IP

(IP)

(Ethernet)

(TCP, UDP)

(FTP, HTTP, SMTP, etc.)

Physical

Data Link

Application

FINLAN

(Ethernet)

Figure 2. Comparison among the protocol stack

So, to meet the requirements of this new structure, it is
proposed some changes in the Ethernet heading in a way that
it can still support the TCP/IP structure and also allow the
use of the new layer structure. Thus, the separation among
packets that use the TCP/IP layer structure and FINLAN
will be performed through EtherType field from Ethernet
heading.

Hence, the transfer of packets that have the designated
EtherType for the new layer structure will use this new
communication way, based on the direct addressing of
applications through communication flows in networks with
connectivity in layer 2.

This proposal was performed in a way that the current
structure of Ethernet heading is kept, with fields that consist
of identification of the number flow bytes, the packet, the
sequence number, and the fields responsible for transporting
these values. Therefore, the heading of a FINLAN applica-
tion can be described by the Figure3.

Source MAC
(48 bits)

Destination MAC
(48 bits)

Flow Number
(0-120 bits)

Pkt. Length
(0-24 bits)

EtherType
(16 bits)

Seq. Number
(0-24 bits)

L
(2 bits)

F
(4 bits)

S
(2 bits)

Data

Figure 3. Ethernet heading structure for FINLAN applications

The identification bits contain three fields, “F”, “L”, and
“S”, which are the number of bytes used in the fields “Flow
Number”, “Packet Length”, and “Sequence Number”. The
“F” is represented by a nibble, enabling the aforementioned
field to have from 1 to 15 bytes of size and therefore the
field “Flow Number” can have the values shown in TableI.

It is possible to notice that the field “Flow Number” can
have values about2120 − 1, that show the great number
of simultaneous connections. Likewise, the “S” and “L”
fields inform that the field “Sequence Number” and “Packet
Length” can have from 1 to 3 bytes of size, in other words,
values from 1 to 16777216.
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TABLE I
RANGE OF POSSIBLE VALUES FOR THE FIELD“FLOW NUMBER”

Number of bytes Range of values
1 0 to 255
2 0 to 65535
3 0 to 16777215
4 0 to 4294967295
... ...
15 0 to 2

120 − 1

Moreover, considering that the “Packet Length” identifies
the number of bytes in the data field and in the heading, it is
possible to identify a packet size of 16 Megabytes, that meets
part of the future networks needs. For the communication
between two stations to take place in a network connected
in layer 2, a data packet can be addressed using the physical
address. However, more than just physical stations, it is also
necessary to address the applications.

According to the current TCP/IP architecture, the IP
address is used to locate a host in a network and for each
IP there is a series of TCP and UDP ports, where different
applications run. Thus, an application can be identified by
the TCP or UDP port it is using.

According to the proposal, it was developed a way to
deal with and manage the communication channel between
applications. So, it will not be necessary the use of port
and IP addresses. In this proposal, the identification of hosts
will be done by the MAC address and applications will
be identified by a Flow Number, and a Sequence Number
identify sessions.

When an application is started, a flow number is as-
sociated with it. Such association can be performed in
two different ways: in case the application already has a
reserved port according to the current architecture, it will
have the same flow number. The numbers from 1 up to 65535
(64k) are reserved for correlation with the TCP/IP ports.
Otherwise, the application will request that the operational
system chooses the flow number that therefore will be above
65535.

When one application is initiated, it requests an available
flow number to the FINLAN daemon that communicates
with the operational system that will be in charge of in-
forming the other hosts what flow the mentioned applica-
tion has. To establish communication with another host,
the application needs to create a new thread, which will
request from the daemon a sequence number to establish
the communication.

This way, the thread sends a packet to the application
flow number running in the destination host. The destination
host, when receives this packet, will check that there is
no communication established before with this sequence
number, so it will create a new thread that will use the same
sequence number.

After establishing the sequence numbers for the applica-

tions in both hosts, the communication can be initiated. A
packet sent from host A to host B will have a sequence
number related to the application thread that is running.
When the packet gets to the destination host, the operational
system daemon will deliver the packet to the application
that is connected to the specified flow and the thread of this
application will receive the data.

The idea is that with this new communication structure,
more simplified, will be possible to improve the header with
mechanisms like delivery guarantee, security, error detection
and correction, in a flexible way, according to the needs of
each application. As one example, in the next section is
presented a mechanism that realizes delivery guarantee in
FINLAN.

IV. D ELIVERY GUARANTEE

One of the FINLAN proposes is to meet the application
needs. In this context, there is a need to create mechanisms
of delivery guarantee, that could be used for services, which
require reliable data transmission, such as sending and
receiving files.

In this sense, the work shown in [2] proposes a mechanism
to delivery guarantee for FINLAN, where the need to make
the guarantee is informed by the application via the G flag
inserted in the FINLAN header.

Thus, when G=0, there is no delivery guarantee and
FINLAN works as described on the initial proposal. When
G=1, the field “Packet Number” is enabled with 16 bits. This
field is located after the “Sequence Number”.

According to Round Trip Time (RTT) algorithm created
by Jacobson [33], the delivery guarantee mechanism in
FINLAN is done by periodical confirmation according to
network behavior characteristic at each instant in time. In
this confirmation, the network elements inform the next
sequence number to receive the confirmation, indicating the
next packet to be confirmed or a packet loss.

This confirmation packet is similar to a keep-alive and
does not have data field, having the field L (the quantity
of bytes of “Packet Length” field) equal to “00”, so the
“Packet Length” is suppressed in FINLAN packet and the
“Confirmations Quantity” (CQ) field is added, with 8 bits,
after the “Packet Number” field.

Depending on the value of the field “Confirmations Quan-
tity”, the fields C1, C2, C3, ..., C255 are filled, to inform
from 1 up to 255 “Packet Number” not received. Each “Cx”
field has 16 bits, since this is the size of the field “Packet
Number”. For this kind of packet (L=00) the FINLAN
structure has the format shown in Figure4.

Similar to TCP [24], when one keep-alive is sent, a timer
is activated and if there is the receive confirmation, the timer
is switched off. Otherwise, the keep-alive is re-transmitted.
To optimize the use of network in cases of communication
failures, when the network element notices that the keep-
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Figure 4. FINLAN confirmation packet [2]

alive is missing, the data transmission is interrupted and will
only keep the periodical sending of its keep-alive.

In [2], the timeout interval to re-send a packet is calculated
with the use of algorithm created by Jacobson [33], that
calculates dynamically the timeout based on continuous
evaluation of network performance.

Taking into account the success of the method above,
this proposal will be included in implementations that will
be performed directly on the Linux kernel, allowing also
comparative data in relation to the mechanism implemented
in TCP/IP architecture in relation to various scenarios, such
as failures on communication network, packet loss and end-
to-end delay.

V. I MPLEMENTATION PROGRESS

The FINLAN proposal was implemented in one library
using C language and RAW socket. However, the delivery
guarantee mechanisms are not in this library yet. Thereby,
for the next steps, this library and the delivery guarantee
mechanisms will be implemented at a Operational System
(OS) Kernel level.

Therefore, the actual stage of this work is the implemen-
tation of the proposal using the low level libraries of the
Linux Kernel. An important point of this level is to become
hybrid the sending and receiving of the FINLAN packets,
allowing that the source host be able to deal with errors
about identification of these packets. If a FINLAN packet
cannot be recognized due the lack of the FINLAN stack, the
TCP/IP stack will be used, as shown in the Figure5.

The Figure5 shows a scheme representing such structure.
It is possible to observe that two elements are considered
and they will do the selection of the packages according to
the protocol in use. The first one, called “Packet Manager”,
is responsible for directing the setting up of the package
according with the application layer request, which will
inform the transport layer protocol or will inform if the
package should be delivered to the FINLAN stack.

The other element, named “Packet Director”, works when
it receives a package and its function is to verify if the
package is using the FINLAN structure, in this case such

Figure 5. FINLAN model for hybrid communication

package will be delivered to the FINLAN stack, otherwise
it will be sent to the OS standard flow.

In addition, mechanisms like delivery guarantee and error
detection, that will be used according to the application
needs, are being developed. Thereby, a header of variable
length will be used, helping the network overhead decreas-
ing.

The next section presents the implementation results at
this stage and some comparative tests between FINLAN and
the TCP/IP architecture, at the same environment.

VI. RESULTS

In order to validate the proposal of this work, it was
necessary the implementation of the suggested structure. So,
in a first step, libraries in C language that supply the services
and characteristics presented in the FINLAN proposal had
been developed by [34], providing the necessary methods to
communicate using FINLAN for the application layer.

For so, it was used a Linux operational system with Kernel
2.6.28-14 and the GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) 4.3.3
compiler was used.

As the goal is to address hosts without the TCP/IP
traditional intermediate layers, the library RAW Socket,
available in Linux OS [35], was used allowing the directly
communication between the application and link layers.

Thus, the library implemented aims to make transparent
to the programmer the manipulation of packets that use the
FINLAN structure, as well as the creation of RAW Socket.
For this purpose, are available to the developer several
methods, including:

• “create header eth”: creates the header for the packet
to be sent according to the flow number, packet size,
source and destination addresses;
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• “create socketfinlan” : responsible for initiating the
communication channel using the RAW Socket with the
required parameters for sending and receiving FINLAN
packets;

• “send finlan” : do the sending of data, being also
responsible for the dimension of the packets;

• “receive finlan” : monitors the network interface spec-
ified in its parameters. According to the number of
established flow and address of the source host, receives
the packets and reassembly the file.

It is noteworthy that in the current stage of development,
the FINLAN packets are marked with Ethertype 0x0880,
which is currently available on the Internet Assigned Num-
bers Authority (IANA) and the user must inform the MAC
address of destination machine.

With this application level implementation, it was possible
to do comparative tests between FINLAN and the TCP and
UDP protocols. These tests are related to the transfer of
files with different lengths and were executed in a unique
environment.

Initially, tests were performed aiming to compare sending
packets with FINLAN and the TCP protocol, in this case
were taken the following values for the sizes of their headers:

• TCP:
– Ethernet header: 14 Bytes;
– IP header: 20 Bytes;
– TCP header: 20 Bytes;
– Total: 54 Bytes.

• FINLAN:
– Fixed length (MAC addresses, Ethertype, F, L and

S): 15 Bytes;
– Flow number (equal to port numbers of TCP/IP):

2 Bytes;
– Packet length (equal to IP packet length): 2 Bytes;
– Sequence number (maximum capacity): 3 Bytes;
– Total: 22 Bytes.

It is important to remember that this experiment does
not use the full capacity of addressing and packet size of
FINLAN proposal, to put these capabilities similar to the
protocols of TCP/IP architecture. However, for information
that use the full capacity of FINLAN, the header can have
the following values:

• Fixed length: 15 Bytes;
• Flow number (maximum capacity): 15 Bytes;
• Packet length (maximum capacity): 3 Bytes;
• Sequence number (maximum capacity): 3 Bytes;
• Total: 36 Bytes.
From the values agreed it was possible to perform tests

with files of varying sizes. The Figure6 shows a graph
comparing the total amount of data sent to a file of 10
GBytes, ignoring re-transmissions and packet loss.

Looking to the diagram (Figure6) may be noted that TCP
sends 0.224 GBytes (∼229.9 MBytes) more than FINLAN,

Figure 6. 10GB file transference with FINLAN and TCP

which is equal to about 2% of the total file size. This occurs
because the total number of packets sent, which varies due
to difference in the size, headers and confirmation.

Despite the occurrence of gain relative to the reduction of
overhead compared to TCP, this implementation of FINLAN
does not have a mechanism to delivery guarantee, so we did
the similar tests using the UDP protocol, since this protocol
does not guarantee the package delivery.

Just as in the tests with the TCP, was used standard values
for FINLAN to the similar capabilities with UDP, as shown
below:

• UDP:

– Ethernet header: 14 Bytes;
– IP header: 20 Bytes;
– UDP header: 8 Bytes;
– Total: 42 Bytes.

• FINLAN:

– Fixed length (MAC addresses, Ethertype, F, L and
S): 15 Bytes;

– Flow number (equal to port numbers of TCP/IP):
2 Bytes;

– Packet length (equal to IP packet length): 2 Bytes;
– Sequence number (maximum capacity): 3 Bytes;
– Total: 22 Bytes.

So, as happened in the tests with TCP, the FINLAN
provided a gain compared with UDP, relative to the total
amount of data sent (Figure7), reducing the overhead.

Another comparative test with UDP was the percentage
of packets successfully received at the destination. In this
case, were sent files with a size of 1 KByte to 1 GByte.
Performing the sending of each file four times and averaging
the rate of packets received, was obtained the graph shown
in Figure 8. It may be noted that, as it grows the amount
of data and, by consequence, the number of packets sent,
the FINLAN structure has a better performance against lost
packets.
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Figure 7. 10GB file transference with FINLAN and UDP

Figure 8. Percentage of packets successfully transferred (UDP vs.
FINLAN)

By the tests, FINLAN has good results in comparison
with UDP protocol on local networks, related to overhead
reduction and lower rate of packet loss. These results brings
FINLAN as one possible option for some services, as data
streams applications, used in VoIP communication.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORKS

A proposal for communication in LAN networks was
presented in this paper for contribution in the next generation
Internet studies. It was also shown one way to establish com-
munication between applications through flows that enables
an optimized scenario for network use and presented the
comparative results with the TCP/IP traditional intermediate
layers.

In addition, the FINLAN increases the possibility of
addressing an enormous quantity of applications and to
send very large data packets, keeping the header slim and
guaranteeing a good network usage.

This work also contributes with a proposal to guarantee
the delivery of packets in FINLAN. By this, the applications

do not need to use different transport protocols to have or
not data delivery guarantee. In this proposal, the applications
only need to inform the operational system their need about
data delivery guarantee by using FINLAN library. In turn,
FINLAN enables the network overhead reduction by reduc-
ing the redundancy and changing the packet confirmation
way done by the in use protocols.

So, this proposal is just a step to improve FINLAN
with a variety of QoS guarantees, a required feature for
technologies for next generation Internet [14]. The idea is
append new basic requirements like security and isolation in
FINLAN in future works.

Currently, the FINLAN proposal had been implemented
in a C library that uses RAW Socket to establish the
communication directly with the link layer.

As future work, it is necessary to design algorithms for
security, error correction and error detection to FINLAN,
according to applications need. In parallel to this design,
the FINLAN structure is being implemented directly in the
kernel of the Linux operational system, to handle the packets
in the network interface.

The idea is that FINLAN stack will be implemented in a
hybrid way, allowing to redirect both IP and FINLAN pack-
ets to their respective stack. This will allow the FINLAN
approach interact with the existing one.

For the kernel implementation is necessary to do per-
formance tests in real environments with different types of
packets and network collapses simulation, providing others
comparative analysis between FINLAN and the TCP/IP
architecture in local area networks.
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